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(John Muir's first published work)


“YOSEMITE VALLEY September 28th, 1871. Two years ago, when picking flowers in the mountains 
back of Yosemite Valley, I found a book. It was blotted and storm-beaten; all of its outer pages were 
mealy and crumbly, the paper seemed to dissolve like the snow beneath which it had been buried; but 
many of the inner pages were well preserved, and though all were more or less stained and torn, whole 
chapters were easily readable. In this condition is the great open book of Yosemite glaciers today; its 
granite pages have been torn and blurred by the same storms that wasted the castaway book.”


___


“September 30th--Last evening I was camped in a small round glacier meadow, at the head of the 
easternmost tributary of the cascade. The meadow was velvet with grass, and circled with the most 
beautiful of all the coniferae, the Williamson spruce. I built a great fire, and the daisies of the sod rayed 
as if conscious of a sun. As I lay on my back, feeling the presence of the trees-gleaming upon the dark, 
and gushing with life--coming closer and closer about me, and saw the small round sky coming down 
with its stars to dome my trees, I said, "Never was mountain mansion more beautiful, more spiritual; 
never was moral wanderer more blessedly homed.'' When the sun rose, my charmed walls were taken 
down, the trees returned to the common fund of the forest, and my little sky fused back into the 
measureless blue. I was left upon common ground to follow my glacial labor.”

___


“How softly comes night to the mountains. Shadows grow upon all the landscape; only the Hoffman 
Peaks are open to the sun. Down in this hollow it is twilight, and my two domes, more impressive, than 
in a broad day, seem to approach me. They are not vast and over-spiritual, like Yosemite Tissiack, but 
comprehensible and companionable, and susceptible of human affinities. The darkness grows, and all 



of their finer sculpture dims. Now the great arches and deep curves sink also, and the whole structure 
is massed in black against the starry sky.


I have set fire to two pine logs, and the neighboring trees are coming to my charmed circle of light. The 
two-leaved pine, with sprays and tassels innumerable, the silver fir, with magnificent fronded whorls of 
shining boughs, and the graceful nodding spruce, dripping with cones, and seeming yet more spiritual 
in this campfire light. Grandly do my logs give back their light, slow gleaned from the suns of a hundred 
summers, garnered beautifully away in dotted cells and in beads of amber gum; and, together with this 
outgust of light, seems to flow all the other riches of their life, and their living companions are looking 
down as if to witness their perfect and beautiful death. But I am weary and must rest. Goodnight to my 
two logs and two lakes, and to my two domes high and black on the sky, with a cluster of stars 
between.”


